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**ABSTRACT**

The scalability of routing protocols has been a prominent topic to increasing the lifetime of a mobile ad hoc network. One of the underlying features behind scalable protocols is the localised nature of path maintenance. However, nodes’ data communications are excluded, despite being the main purpose of the routing protocols. SAMPCAN is a novel caching technique that can be applied to numerous applications of the client-server interaction model for an optimised storage and transmission of data. SAMPCAN uses a subsampling method that can be applied to two data types, mainly (1) XML document, and (2) Image. This novel method promotes the locality of nodes cooperation and interactions to fulfil requests of neighbouring nodes. In this paper, the application of SAMPCAN is discussed for the scalability and increased lifetime of mobile ad hoc networks.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

1.1. Mobile computing with ad hoc network

Mobile computing has revolutionized the world of e-services by allowing people to roam and remain connected allowing them to have access to same service anywhere and anytime. This has mainly led to increased productivity and efficiency. While the driving technologies behind are mainly Mobile IP and wireless communication, miniaturization is allowing powerful devices to be portable. Moreover, according to Moore’s Law, the number of active devices that can be placed over a given area of silicon doubles every 18 months. This implies that the evolution and proliferation of mobile computing is far from an end to itself.

Current research is also focusing on the seamless integration of portable devices with their environment in an ad hoc manner. This has been made possible with standard ad hoc mode of wireless communication like mainly Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) and WiFi (IEEE 802.11 b/g), which are quite common with their widespread range of applications in several domains. While Bluetooth is short range and is mainly use for Personal Area Network, with WiFi support, it is possible to have wireless LAN. Heterogeneous devices from different vendors just need to support any of such standards to allow for interoperability. In addition, service discovery
protocols have been developed alongside with the standards which mainly allow the deployment of services and access to services by service providers and clients respectively.

The multi-hop routing nature of ad hoc network has seemed to be promising to unplanned circumstances like natural disasters, emergency systems, law enforcement... where the infrastructure for communication may have been destroyed or inexistent. Ad hoc network has the potential of a prominent tool for disseminating information efficiently when coordinating operations in a multi-disciplinary emergency system. This has lead to a new generation of application software and protocols to emerge and has been an active area of research since the past five years. Some researchers [1] have brought routing protocols at the level of the user space to simplify the development, deployment and portability of applications.

However most routing protocols designed for ad hoc network focused on data transmission rather than data access. It can be concluded that the usage of the limited resources, available in mobile devices, are not optimized with respect to the data and services that were accessed. As such, a number of cache schemes emerged so as to generally improving the performance and network lifetime by shortening the response-time of queries and limiting multi hop transmissions to a close cache respectively.

1.2. Motivation

Despite the existence of scalable routing protocols for ad hoc network, nodes’ requests in a large ad hoc network still experience long delays. This is mainly due to its inherent characteristic of multi hops path with respect to distant sources. Most of the data received are cached locally by the applications to improve performance. However, due to the affinity of nodes’ requests in a particular region it is very much likely that a node requests the same object at the same quality level or in some cases at a lower or higher quality. Examples of such objects are local news and weather information with relevant images or map details for navigational purposes. The requested object may be fully or partially cached already by its neighbouring nodes or by nodes which are much closer than the source provider may be. However, existing caching methods do not consider (1) the quality of the required object, (2) how existing cached objects can contribute to fully/partially fulfil similar requests, (3) cache admission and replacement optimizations by keeping a lower quality of the cached object rather than deleting. It is to be noted that localised fulfilment of requests favours the scalability and lifetime of a mobile ad hoc network.

2. Related Work

2.1. Scalability of routing protocols

Most protocols designed for ad hoc networks were not meant for large scale networks. A few routing protocols that have the characteristics of scaling up are MLANMAR [2], CAMP [3], RBM [4], LAM [5], PBM [6], HSR [7], FSR [8], MHMR [9], SENCAST [10] and WSR [11]. The properties of these protocols which contributed to their scalability are (1) reducing the frequency of update messages, (2) reducing the size of the update messages as far as possible, (3) the maintenance of link failures are localized, (4) locality of communication as the network grows, (5) cluster-based routing approach with cluster-head, and (6) GPS assisted routing, which tremendously reduces the number of packets sent for route discovery. It has also been
shown by [12] that delay-tolerant applications can take the advantage of nodes’ mobility to scale up.

As the network becomes larger, the following should be noted as well: (1) it is obvious that whenever the data source is far from the requester, the latter will inevitable experience long query delays due to the multi-hops path, (2) The network may also exhibit low data availability whenever one of the node along the path fails to respond, (3) affinity of nodes requests, based on actual locations, may waste bandwidth and eventually reducing the network lifetime, and, (4) just like the notion of localized maintenance is beneficial, so will be the fulfillment of requests as far as possible.

In [13, 14], it has also been shown that sharing of information by protocols across different layers increases network performance. A number of well-known protocols were studied in [15] to show the scalability of routing protocols for heterogeneous and homogeneous MANETs.

2.2. Cache replacement schemes for ad hoc network

Apart from having a faster response to queries, caching can be used to increase the lifetime of the network as shown in [16] by reducing energy consumption. A number of caching replacement schemes were evaluated in [17, 18, 19] and are summarised as follows:

- LRU policy - Least recently used objects are swapped first.
- LRU_MIN policy – since objects may be of different sizes, LRU_MIN minimizes the number of objects to be replaced. As such LRU_MIN leaves generally smaller objects in the cache for a longer period.
- Size policy – the largest object is replaced with the newly accessed object. Ties, if occurred, are resolved using time since last accessed.
- Key-based policies – objects’ attributes like frequency of access, size, time since last access and entry time in cache are the keys determining the replacement. Objects to be replaced are sorted and swapped using different levels of keys.
- Function-based replacement policies - apply a sort of formula that involves a number of objects’ attributes, as stated above, to select the object to be disposed.

In addition to a cache replacement scheme, a proper admission policy is also a requirement for effective caching. With respect to the characteristic that ad hoc networks are resource-scarce, it may prove ineffective to cache all objects that are accessed. In [20], it was proposed a cooperative cache-based data access framework to let mobile nodes cache the data, data path or both. Also in [21], the concept of intermediate nodes fulfilling requests by checking local cache was showed without supplementing any admission control or cache replacement scheme.

3. SAMPCAN

3.1. SAMPCAN Communication Model

The SAMPCAN communication model is shown in figure 1. The novel caching technique proposed is SAMPCAN which is based on subsampling data for a more efficient caching in
large ad hoc networks. Downsampling versions of the required object come from several caching nodes to build up the requested data.

Client applications request data via their local proxy which checks the local cache. If the request cannot be fulfilled locally, it is forwarded to neighbouring nodes which in turn forward the request if the latter is unable to contribute to the reply. Intermediate nodes, along the path taken by the request, respond to the client node when they can fully/partially contribute to the reply on behalf of the information source, i.e. the server. The partial replies from the intermediary nodes are then upsampled by the client proxy to fulfil the initial request.

In the worst case, the request reaches the server which replies the sender. Nodes along the returning path may choose to cache the reply fully/partially depending on the outcome of the local cache admission control.

![SAMPCAN communication model](image)

**Figure 1. SAMPCAN communication model**

### 3.2. Data types supported

The proposed caching method allows for the efficient transmission of mainly two data types associated with location-based information (1) XML Document, and (2) Images.
3.2.1. XML Document
Database records in XML format as XML was designed to transport and store data. For example, information from an XML weather service may look like table 1.

Table 1. XML weather data example.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<weather_observations>
  <location>New York</location>
  <latitude>40.56</latitude>
  <longitude>-74.54</longitude>
  <weather>Sunny</weather>
  <temp_celcius>28.4</temp_celcius>
</weather_observations>
```
The above can be consumed by any application for a suitable display.

3.2.2. Images in jpeg 2000 format, for places of interests & map
The JPEG 2000 image format is preferred mainly because (1) images encoded JPEG 2000 with multiple quality layers are more error-resilient than JPEG as shown in [22], (2) downloading/streaming of jpeg 2000 images region-of-interest (ROI) is possible using HTTP, as depicted in [23]. Other interesting features are highlighted in [24].

As noted above, it is possible to build an image of higher quality when images of lower quality are available. Moreover, if different parts/tiles of an image are accessed by different nodes, a larger image or a particular ROI can be build from what was retrieved earlier.

As most applications cache whatever is retrieved, the IP layer of intermediary nodes queries the application layer before forwarding any http request. If the latter holds a valid copy of the requested information, a reply on behalf of the source is sent to the requestor.

3.3. Caching algorithm
The caching algorithm is depicted using a scenario where a node, x, requests location-based information from y:

Node x checks its local cache. Given that the required object is not present, the request is forwarded to other intermediate nodes to data source y using any georouting protocol. If the IP of y is unknown, the message is then forwarded to the location of the requested information.

Intermediary nodes check their local cache through their respective proxy. If any one of them holds a valid copy of the data requested, it sends an acknowledgement, on behalf of the source. As the reply moves from the proxy towards the requestor, depending on the routing protocol used, intermediary nodes’ addresses are piggybacked with the acknowledgement message. Alternatively, georouting may be used, instead of stacking a set of IP addresses to maintain a path, to increase efficiency.
The client node chooses the closest proxy for the data. Depending on the outcome of the admission control and replacement policies, discussed in the next section, intermediary nodes may choose to save a copy of the forwarded object. In order to avoid localized cache redundancies, i.e. close neighbours caching the same pieces of data, the cache control of intermediary nodes ensures that the proxy lies in a different track and sector as depicted in the figure 2. As the number of tracks decreases: (1) cache redundancies across neighbouring nodes increases, (2) resiliency increases, and (3) frequency of updating cache records increases as the probability that the proxy lies in a different track increases.

The distance between any node and the information source/server, calculated using the standard two points on a 2D plane formula using the conversion from geodetic to 2D coordinate system using earth model in [25], determines the track. The GPS coordinates of the receiver or caching node with that of the source determines the sector as shown next.

![Figure 2. Track and sectors](image)

Given that the longitude and latitude of the source are $\alpha$ and $\beta$ respectively and four sectors are chosen, a receiver/caching node $\varphi$ is in:

- Sector S1, if longitude(node $\varphi$) is $> \alpha$ and latitude(node $\varphi$) is $> \beta$
- Sector S2, if longitude(node $\varphi$) is $> \alpha$ and latitude(node $\varphi$) is $< \beta$
- Sector S3, if longitude(node $\varphi$) is $< \alpha$ and latitude(node $\varphi$) is $< \beta$
- Sector S4, if longitude(node $\varphi$) is $< \alpha$ and latitude(node $\varphi$) is $> \beta$
3.4. **Pseudo codes**

Node x requesting for an object from location y

**Step 1** - Node x:
Request object \(x\) from location y
Local proxy checks the local cache
If object \(x\) is found
   If valid
      Use object \(x\)
   Else delete object \(x\) & forward request to neighbouring nodes
Else forward request to neighbouring nodes, goto step 2

**Step 2** - Request forwarded by intermediary node \(n_i\):
Local proxy of \(n_i\) checks the local cache
If object \(x\) is found
   If valid
      Piggybacked object \(x\) with reply to node x
   Else delete object \(x\) & forward request to neighboring nodes
Else
Forward request to neighboring nodes
Update requestMap, set value to value+1 where key = object \(x\)

**Step 3** - Data source from location y sends reply:
object \(x\) is sent to node x

**Step 4** - Reply forwarded by intermediary node \(n_j\):
Forward reply towards node x
Local proxy checks actual track and sector wrt to location y
If sender of object \(x\), or subsample of object \(x\), is located in a different track and sector
Run cache replacement function, step 5
(Nb sender can be source of information or a proxy.)

**Step 5** - Cache replacement function – image / XML data:
Set TTL = 0
While free space < Space required for object \(x\) or its subsample
   Increment TTL
For i up to number of objects in cache
   If time-to-live of Object\textsubscript{i} is equal to 0, remove Object\textsubscript{i}
   Else If value in requestMap* related to key object\textsubscript{x} > No. of requests for Object\textsubscript{i} in cache OR time-to-live of Object\textsubscript{i} is <= TTL
      Replace Object\textsubscript{i} with subsample(Object\textsubscript{i})
   Save object\textsubscript{x} or its subsample

*The request map stores the number of requests received for a particular object (an image or a database/records).

3.5. Object sub-sampling methods for transmission/storage

3.5.1. Image sub-sampling
Objects are basically downsampled to use up less storage space when a lower quality of the former is still fulfilling its purpose. Given that four nodes at different locations retrieved a subsampled object\textsubscript{x}, these subsampled versions, when cached, are useless when a request for a better quality of the object emerges from any nodes. However, the cached objects of lower quality can be used to reconstruct objects of better quality when the sender uses different offset values and sample periods to generate subsampled objects. The following illustrates:

Given that an image, img, is as shown in figure 3, whose the starting corner of the image is identified by x and y and (2) the number of samples that exist is υ, where there υ is equal to the sample period along the x axis multiply by the sample period along the y axis, then the subsample a is defined by:

\[ x = \text{offset of img for sample a along the x-axis} \]
\[ y = \text{offset of img for sample a along the y-axis} \]

Set i and j to zero

for i is less than img.length
   for j is than img.width
      sample a = sample a + img.pixel(x+i, y+j)
      increment j by the sample period
      increment i by by the sample period
   Reset j to zero
Figure 3. Subsampling an image given an offset and a period

Figure 4 and figure 5 show the image cells/pixels chosen for two samples (a & b) respectively when the above algorithm is applied to img with sample period 2 for both the x-axis and the y-axis (here $\nu=4$), and the subsample offset $(x, y)$ for sample a, b, c and d are $(0, 0)$, $(1, 0)$, $(0, 1)$ and $(1, 1)$:

Figure 4. Image cells/pixels used for sample a
Note that the Subsampling period and offset indicate the number of pixel to advance in a
direction after choosing a pixel for the sample and the first pixel of the subsample image
respectively.

### 3.5.2. XML data sub-sampling

Records accessed by nodes are stored in XML forms. The root element and the first level branch
have the name of the database and table respectively. For example, table 2 shows data that was
accessed from the table observation found in the database weather_observations by two
different nodes, x and y.

**Table 2. Example of xml data for weather observations.**

```xml
<?xml version="1.0?>
<weather_observations>
<observation>
<rec_id>1</rec_id>
<location>New York</location>
<latitude>40.56</latitude>
<longitude>-74.54</longitude>
<weather>Sunny</weather>
<temp_celcius>28.4</temp_celcius>
<obserTime>16 :00</obserTime>
</observation>
...
</weather_observations>
```

```xml
<?xml version="1.0?>
<weather_observations>
<observation>
<rec_id>2</rec_id>
<location>New State</location>
<latitude>45.46</latitude>
<longitude>-34.54</longitude>
<weather>Cloudy</weather>
<temp_celcius>18.4</temp_celcius>
<obserTime>16 :10</obserTime>
</observation>
...
</weather_observations>
```

Figure 5. Image cells/pixels used for sample b
[26] brought forward XQuery to manipulate xml data like database data. As such details of weather observations are easily retrieved from intermediate nodes and merged to fulfill other queries.

Subsampling of an xml document can be done at the level of a record tag, e.g. ‘observation’, or an attribute/field of a record, e.g. ‘location’. In the latter case, the attributes of a record are listed in order of priority/importance, then the downsampling process deletes the last attribute of the record as listed. When node x downsamples the ‘weather_observations’ document, in a first instance the attribute ‘obserTime’ of all records gets deleted.

Whenever location information is available, like in the above file, higher priority is given to caching records whose locations is nearest to the node’s actual position

4. DISCUSSIONS/EXPERIMENTATION

Java Advanced Imaging [27] was used to manipulate the JPEG 2000 image. Images were downsampled and used to reconstruct their originals as shown in the series of figures below. Using \( \nu=4 \), downsampled versions (a, b, c & d) of the original lena image were obtained as shown in figure 6. The original image is of size 349 Kb and the downsampled image size given \( \nu=4 \) was 109 Kb. However, there is no direct relationship between the downsampled image size and \( \nu \), as images’ attributes largely affect its compression. Figure 7 and 8 shows reconstructed images when subsamples a & b and subsamples a,b & c are available respectively. While figure 9 shows the original image reconstructed given the availability of all four subsampled versions.

Whenever images were reconstructed, missing pixel information was considered as white. An improvement is sought with a block-based predictive algorithm to predict the missing pixel information using the values of immediate neighbours.

Despite the overall downsampled data sent is relatively larger than the original, there is still a reduction the risk of network partitioning and an increase the lifetime of the network as the data comes from (1) various parts of the network, and (2) proxies that are closer than the actual source would be.

It should also be noted that this novel caching technique can be applied to any other client-server model with multi-hop paths.
Figure 6. Subsampling of Lena image with $\nu=4$

Figure 7. Reconstructed image – given sample a & b, resolution: 512 * 512
Figure 8. Reconstructed image – given sample a, b & c, resolution: 512 * 512

Figure 9. Reconstructed image – given all four downsampling versions, resolution: 512 * 512
5. Future Works

A context-aware cache admission control is required for to dynamically update the threshold of the following parameters which can be used to optimise the replacement of a cached object \( c \) at node \( n \): (1) distance between \( n \) and the data source \( x \), (2) object time-to-live as timestamped by the data source, (3) Number of similar requests, (4) time of last request, and (5) whether subsample of the object exists already. The optimum number of tracks and sectors with respect to context of use needs to be evaluated before applying SAMPCAN.

6. Conclusion

One of the mentioned features for the scalability of routing protocols is the locality of communication as the ad hoc network grows. This mode of interaction was restricted to nodes in the process of maintaining communication paths or gathering local context information. In the same line, SAMPCAN promotes localised communication in the interactions of client and server dimension. SAMPCAN introduces a novel caching technique that optimised the caching storage using subsampling that can support mainly two data types, images and XML document. Cached elements are accessible via a local proxy by neighbouring nodes requesting similar data. The quality of objects required can be augmented using subsampled cached versions from several nodes. Apart from extending the availability of the local cache to neighbouring nodes, the caching method optimises storage with at least maintained cache hit ratio as existing objects are not swapped with new elements but downsampled.
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